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Abstract 
Epperson, J.F., A kernel-based method for parabolic equations with nonlinear convection terms, Journal of 
Computational and Applied Mathematics 36 (1991) 275-288. 
We present an algorithm for parabolic equations with (possibly nonlinear) convective terms, based on our earlier 
work using linear semigroup methods. Here the semigroup is used to decouple the convective term to allow for a 
two-stage solution process. The method is shown to be asymptotically stable and second-order accurate, with the 
stability being independent of the mesh parameters and the convective term. 
Keywords: Green’s functions, numerical methods, convective diffusion, partial differential equations. 
1. Introduction 
In this note we present and analyze methods for parabolic problems of the form 
u,=Lu+ V(U),, XEn, t>o, 
U(X, t) =o, xEr=aa, t>o, (1) 
4% 0) = q)(x) x E i2, 
where L is a second-order symmetric uniformly elliptic linear differential operator, and 0 c R", 
n 2 1, is an open bounded domain with a smooth boundary r. As the examples will show, the 
assumption of homogeneous boundary data is for simplicity only. 
The method uses a linear semigroup approach to decouple the convection term from the 
diffusion operator by using the kernel or Green’s function for the operator i3, - L to formally 
solve (1) in an integral form, then approximate the kernel operation and the resulting integration 
This is in some sense a development of the short note [5], as well as [6], but it also is motivated in 
part by the continuing development of the method of modified characteristics [2,3]. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present the method as applied to the 
simplest problem in order to show the salient features of the algorithm. Stability and accuracy 
are established (under very mild hypotheses) in Theorems 3.3, 3.5, 3.6 of Section 3. These results 
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imply that the method is stable - in the sense that the approximate solution decays to zero as 
t + 00 - for any time step k and spatial step h, independent of the size of the convective term. 
While the method is second-order accurate in both space and time, the multiplying constant in 
the error estimate can still be quite large when the convective term is large compared to the ratio 
k/h. 
Example computations are given in Section 4. These show that the kernel method performs 
modestly better than the traditional Crank-Nicolson differencing, with slightly less “ripple” 
near steep gradients. The principal advantage of the kernel method lies in the rapid convergence 
of iterations for problems with nonlinear convective terms. Further work to improve the 
performance of the method for problems with sharp fronts, including the development of a 
strongly stable variant, is in progress. 
2. The model problem 
Consider a simple one-dimensional heat equation with constant diffusion coefficient and 
nonlinear convective term: 
As in [6], 
u,=au,,+ v(u),, O<x<l, 
U(0, t) = u(l, t) = 0, (2) 
u(x, 0) = uo(x). 
we let G be the Green’s function for the linear part of (2), i.e., 
cp(x> t> = alG x> t; l)cp&) d5 J ( 
if and only if 
qt=a(Pxx, O<x<l, 
cp(o, t> =cp(l, t> =o, 
cp(x, 0) = cpo(x). 
Define the kernel integration (3) as 9( ~)q.+, = cp, i.e., 
(3) 
(4 
(~(d~o)(x, 7) = /1G(x, 7; -%,(~) d5, 
0 
so that 9( T)T~ is a solution of the homogeneous linear heat equation having ‘p. as the initial 
data. 
It is straightforward, then, to solve (2) in terms of 9 by the variation of parameters formula: 
u(x, t) = (3(&,)(x, t) + (i’9(t - +++, s))x d+, t). 
Alternately, we can write the solution at time t in terms of the solution at time t - At as follows: 
dx, t) = @‘(A+(., t- At>)(x, t) + irAr8(t -s)v(u(., s)), ds)(x, t). 
i 
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If we carefully use the trapezoid rule on the time integral, keeping in mind the S-function 
behavior of G as the second argument goes to 0, then we get that 
u(x, t) - +At V(u(x, I))~ 
=(ZJ(At)(u(., t-At)+:At V(u(., t-At)),))(x, t)+c(t), 
where the truncation error e(t) is defined by 
(9 
r(t) = -&fV${jd~( x, t-s; t>J+d, s)), dt)l , 
S=)l 
for 17 E [t - At, t]. 
Converting (5) to a practical computational algorithm simply requires some means of 
approximating the kernel G, or, more fundamentally, the operator 9. While direct approxima- 
tion of the kernel and/or the associated integration is worth considering [1,4,5] it is also the case 
that any standard finite-difference/element approximation of (4) also provides a means of 
approximating 9. This is what we will consider here; for simplicity of exposition, we will restrict 
ourselves to the finite-difference case. 
Given a grid of points { xi = ih (0 < i < N, h > 0} on [0, l] and a time step k = At > 0, we can 
compute approximate solutions of (4) by solving the linear system associated with the difference 
approximation. If u(O) E RN-’ is the vector of discrete initial values, then the’ approximate 
solution after a single time step is u(l) = 9h,ku(o), where 9?h,k is the solution operator for the 
linear system. For the usual Crank-Nicolson based schemes, 9h,k is an (N - 1) x (N - 1) 
matrix defined by 
3h.k = V+ P”K)Y(I- P.K), 
where K is symmetric and positive definite, and p = ak/(2h*). Consequently, we can approxi- 
mate solutions of the original problem (2) by solving the set of nonlinear equations 
n+l u, -:k 
v( .in++ll) - v( u;-:‘) 
2h 
= gy+l, 
where ur+’ approximates u(xi, (n + l)k) and gn+l E RN-’ is defined according to 
g “+l = 9&$_J*, 
for 
(7) 
u: = u; + +k J+:+,> - Jw-1) 
2h 
The algorithm can therefore be stated quite succinctly as follows. 
Given an initial vector u”, 
(1) form U” from U” according to (8) ; 
(2) compute gnfl = gh,$; 
(3) solve the nonlinear system (6) to get u”+l; 
(4) return to (1). 
(A) 
Note that we can carry out this algorithm using the same linear equation solver (to compute 
u”) that we could use for a problem governed by the linear part of (2). Unlike the previous work 
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[5,6], we do have to solve a nonlinear system at each time step; but it is worth noting that the 
right side vector gn+’ is independent of u:+’ for all i, thus simplifying the iteration substan- 
tially. In addition, note that (A) is immediately extendable to the more general problem (1) in an 
obvious manner. 
3. Error analysis 
We now develop the stability and error analysis for the algorithm (A). To simplify the 
exposition, we will consider only the one-dimensional case; the results extend to multiple 
dimensions with only notational changes. To begin with, we develop some useful notation. 
Given a set of values { ‘pi, 0 < i < N } defined on our grid, we denote the discrete L2 norm of 
this set by 
II ‘pi 11th = : h(Ppf. 
i=o 
Since this is proportional to the usual Euclidean vector norm, it can be made consistent with the 
usual operator 2-norm, i.e., 
II ,414~ II 2 G II A II 2 II w II 2 = h-’ II A II 2 II w II 2.h. 
The vector of exact solution values at time t, will be denoted by U( t,) = 
(d-q, t,),..., u( x,,_~, t,))T. Similarly, the vector of approximate solution values at time t, will 
be denoted by U,,,( t,) = (uf, . . . , u;_~)~. 
For w E RN-l, S, : RN-’ + RN-’ is defined by 
v(w,+A i=l, 
(S,(w)),= V(W,+~)- V(W,_~), 2<i<N-2, 
i - V(W,_l>, i=N-I. 
Therefore, the numerical method (6), (7) can be written in vector form as follows: 
4Jf(fn+J - &$-4l,,(t,+,>) = %,k(Uh,k(L) + 44Uh,k(tJ))~ (9) 
where (Y = k/(4h). 
We now make some assumptions about the exact solution u and the discrete scheme used to 
solve the system (7). 
(W,) U E c4q2, V E C3 and V(0) = 0. 
(W,) There exists a positive constant C, such that I V( x, t, s) ( G Cv for all (x, t, s), where 
v(x, t, 4 = $( J,1”’ x, t--s; W+&, 4)x de). 
(W,) There exists a positive constant C, such that 
II %,k II 2 = Y G I- G-k, 
as k + 0, so long as k = Ch for some positive constant C. 
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(HI,) The matrix ‘3h,k represents a second-order accurate method in the sense that 
II(s(k)v)(’ > t + k, - (gh,k@(t)) 11 2,h Q Ck(h2 + k2)N2,h(d, 
where @(t) = (q( x1, t), . . . , cp( x,__~, t))T for cp an arbitrary smooth function; C > 0 is a 
positive constant independent of h, k and cp; and NZ,h((p) depends only upon the 
discrete L, norm of cp and its derivatives. 
The last two assumptions are in fact true for the usual Crank-Nicolson finite-difference (or 
finite-element) approximations to linear parabolic equations, as we shall now show. 
h?mma 3.1. ht gh,k be the solution operator for a Crank-Nicolson central difference approxima- 
tion to the initial/boundary value problem (4); then (HI 3) and (U-U 4) both hold. 
Proof. We have 
%,k=(~+14-1(~-&, 
where K = tridiag( - 1, 2, - 1) and p = ak/(2h2). Since K is symmetric and positive definite, it 
can be orthogonally diagonalized, hence we quickly get, for k sufficiently small, 
where the {hi} are the eigenvalues of K, and Ati,, > 0 is the smallest one. But he2h, is an 
approximation to the ith eigenvalue of the differential operator - a,,; moreover, the min/max 
characterization of the eigenvalues guarantees that 
h-2Xti,, >, A mill, 
where A min is the smallest eigenvalue of - a,,. Therefore 
II 9h,k II 2 G 1 - (2??..:.)7 
which establishes (HI 3). 
To complete the lemma, we simply observe that the truncation error for Crank-Nicolson is 
well known to be O(h2 + k2), and that (HI,) constitutes a stability estimate; (04,) follows 
imrnediately. q 
Remark 3.2. The proof of this lemma is not as dependent on the one-dimensional nature of the 
problem (or the simple form of the PDE) as might appear to be the case. Essentially, all that is 
required is that the PDEs have the form u, = Lu + V(u), where - L is a positive definite elliptic 
operator over a “reasonable” domain 0. In this case the eigenvalues of K will still be positive, 
the min/max characterization is still valid, and the same result follows. 
We are now in a position to establish the stability and accuracy of (A), as follows. 
Theorem 3.3 (truncation error). Let u be the exact solution of (1); then the vector U( t,, ,) satisfies 
U(t,+,) - a&‘(u(t,+,)) = gh.k(Uk) + asV(U(tn))) + Ek+l), 00) 
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whereE(t,+,)=(c~+‘,..., ck?ll)T is the truncation error which can be bounded according to 
II J%+,) II oo G Ck(h2 + k2)~2,h4 
where C > 0 is independent of h and k, and N2,h( .) is as above. 
Proof. In (5), if we approximate (V(U)), with the usual central difference formula and introduce 
the vector notation U( t,) for { u( xi, tn+l)}, we quickly get 
U(L+,) - “&(U(t,+J) = V(L) +6@(L)>) + J%(trl+i), 
where E, is the vector of truncation errors (from the trapezoid rule and from the difference 
approximation to (V(U)),) and 9 is understood to be operating on each component of its 
argument vector. If we replace 9 by the matrix S’h,k, then we get 
U(L+,) - “&(U(t,+,)) = %&J(t,> + ~~V(U(tn))) + J%+A 
where R(t,,+,) = (ei(t,+i), . . . , eN-l(fn+l))T with 
ei(fn+l) = (9(k)u)(xi, tn+l) - (‘~,J-J(tn+,))i 
-i$k39( j-,‘G(x;, t,,+l -s; @+(5> s))x dE}l 
.V=T) 
- kh2(+d5;, d)),,,, 
for & E (xi-17 xi+l) and T, E (t,, fn+l ). It therefore follows from (Ml,), (IHI 2) and (W 4) that 
1 ei(tn+l) I G Ck(h2 + k’)%,,(u) + ACvk3, 
for all i, which completes the proof. 0 
We now turn our attention to establishing the stability of the method; a preliminary lemma is 
first necessary, however. 
Lemma 3.4. Let R be a skew matrix, i.e., RT = -R. Then 
(i) 11 I + R I( 2 = m,v(l + q’)“‘, 
(ii) Il(l+R)-*l12=~(l+~2)1’2, 
where { iq } are the eigenvalues of R. 
Proof. This is a direct computation using the definition of 11 . II 2 for matrices and the fact that R 
is skew. We look at the first case, only. Define A as 
A=(I+R)T(I+R), 
so that 
p(A)“’ = 11 I + R II 2. 
But the skewness of R implies that A = I - R2 from which (i) follows immediately. 0 
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This lemma will be used towards the end of the stability theorem, which we now state and 
prove. 
Theorem 3.5 (stability). Assume bounded initial data in (2) and that the convective term satisfies 
(O-U,). Then the algorithm (A) is stable in the sense that, for all time steps k and spatial steps h, the 
approximate solution satisfies lJ,,,( t,) + 0, as n + 03. 
Proof. From (9), using the Mean Value Theorem and the assumption that I’(0) = 0, we have 
Uh&n+l) =WA,&A (11) 
where .5@,, is the matrix 
for 
R, = tridiag( - V’(&_r), 0, V’(&+,)), 
where V’(pl)ul= V( u:), by the Mean Value Theorem. Note that R, is skew; this is the crucial 
property which is preserved in the more complicated multidimensional case. 
Typically, stability comes from proving that the spectral radius p( .Pn) is less than one for all 
n. In this case, however, we will look not at the growth of the individual P,,, but at the entire 
product njPj. 
From (11) it follows that 
u,,,(t,) = PA-1 *** %>Uh.k(O)* 
This can be written quite simply as 
RA-1 +* -PO} =(I-rwR,,+,)-‘{P,P,_l ... P,}(I+(YR& 
where each P,, is defined by 
P,, = 3&I+ cuR,)(I- “R,)-‘. 
But, for R, skew, (I + cyR,)( I - aR,,)-’ is orthogonal (this is the Cayley transformation), thus 
II p, II 2 =G Y < 1, 
for all n. Therefore 
II el%-1 * * * 90 I12~YnII~~-~~,+~~-111211~~+~~~~ 112. 
In order to use Lemma 3.4 to bound the remaining matrix norms we must first observe that the 
hypotheses on V, together with Gerschgorin’s Theorem, imply that the eigenvalues of R, are 
bounded above by VA,, = max, 1 V’(py) 1, where, recall, V’( P:)u~ = V( UP) by the Mean Value 
Theorem. Therefore, 
lI(~+~R,)ll2~1+~~~,,. 
Similarly, we can bound the other matrix norm above by one: 
II (I- %+I)-’ II 2 G 1, 
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so that we finally have 
Il~~-~~,+~~-‘l1211~~+~~~~l12~~+~~~ax. 
This establishes that II PnP,,+r . . . PO II 2 < C,y” for 
CR = 1+ (Yv;,,. 
Although CR B 1 is possible (quite likely, in fact), we still have stability in the required sense 
since the yn term will go to zero and CR is bounded for all n. This completes the proof. 0 
Theorem 3.6 (error estimate). Under the assumptions (IHI,)- a b ove, the set of discrete values 
{ ul } converges to { u( xi, t,)}, in the sense that 
II 4% 4J - 4 II 2,h G CO2 + k2M42,h(4 
where M2,h( u) depends only upon discrete L, norms of u and its derivatives, and C is bounded for 
all n. 
Proof. Subtracting (9) and (10) gives 
%X+1) - u,,,(t,+,> - “%4~(&2+J) + “&$-4I,k(L+I)) 
= %,k(U(&?) - U,,&J + GGGJ> - 64uh.&J)) + J%?+J* 
As before, it follows from the Mean Value Theorem and the definition of S, that, for all n, 
SL@(tJ> - &(Uh,&J) = KI(U(tJ - u,,,(L))? 
where 
for 
R, = tridiag( - V’( $‘_r), 0, V’( $+t)), 
V(U(Xi, t,))- V(Ul)= V’(Vl)(U(Xip t,)-“‘)* 
Again, note that R, is skew. Writing the error as 
e,,&,) = U(t,) - 4,&JY 
we now have the recursion 
(I- c%+I)eh,k(tn+l) = %,,(I+ &)eh,k(fn) + E(L+r). 
Solving this in the usual way yields the cumbersome expression: 
(I- c4)eh,k(tn) =A&- +)eh,k(O) + i K,j’(tj)7 
j=l 
where 
for 
4, = Mz,,Q,-,%.,Q,-2 . . . Q,%,,>, 
Q, = (I+ aR,)(I- cxRn)-‘, 
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which is, again, orthogonal, and 
Bn,j= &,&9,,~Q~_, . . . 9/,,e,_j), i :: ;;: 
Therefore, taking discrete 2-norms we have 
n-l 
II %,kkJ II 2,h G cly” 11 e,,,(o) II 2,h + Cz( my II E(ti) II 2.h) C Yj9 
j=O 
where 
c,= II(I-(YR,)-1112111+crRo11261+(y~~,, 
and 
c,= ll(I-(YR,)-71291, 
the bounds being produced by the same argument as was used in Theorem 3.5. Finally, we note 
that, summing the geometric series and using (HI,), 
n-l 
(“,v II ‘(ti) II 2.h) C 
j=O 
y’< c/c(h2+k2)N2,,(u)+=$ 
< c( h2 + k2)iv2,J 4 
This is sufficient to complete the proof. 0 
Remark 3.7. While Theorem 3.5 gives us stability without conditions on h and k, the presence of 
the constant Cl in the error estimate above indicates that a large convective term can still cause 
large errors in the approximation. Therefore, in order to achieve convergence to the exact 
solution we require that the ratio w = k/h be bounded uniformly as h, k + 0. Note, however, 
that this bound need not depend on the size of V’(e). Note also that this constant is only 
multiplying the error due to the initial condition and is therefore subject to the greatest decay. 
4. Examples 
In this section we present the results of some simple example computations for the method 
outlined above. All computations were done on a Sun 4/260 workstation using NCAR Graphics 
for the (approximate) solution profiles. 
Example 4.1. Largely for the purpose of demonstrating that we obtain the predicted accuracy, we 
consider first a very simple linear example, i.e., 
z$=z&+ VU,, O<X<T, 
U(0, t) = u(Tr, t) = 0, 
24(x, 0) = e-vx/2 sin X, 
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which has exact solution 
For I/= - 1, Fig. 1 gives the solution profile at t = $n, using h = &IT and k = At = &IT. The L2 
error for this profile is approximately 1.44. 10m7; the L” error is 3.17 - 10e4. As h and k were 
halved, the errors decreased by the expected factor of 4. 
Example 4.2. We next consider a case of Burger’s equation: 
u,=(Yu XX - uu,, o<x-=Tr, 
U(0, t) = u(lT, t) = 0, 
u(x, 0) = u,(x), 
where (Y is a parameter. The nonlinear system corresponding to (6) was solved with a nonlinear 
Gauss-Seidel method, i.e., we used the iteration 
uy+l.j+l _ +k 
( u;+:lJ)2 - (u:y+l)2 
2h 
= g~+l 
I * 
.36 
.34 
.32 
.30 
.28 
.26 
.24 
.22 
.20 
.18 
.I6 
.I4 
.12 
.10 
.08 
.06 
.04 
.02 
0 
0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.0 3.2 
Fig. 1. Simple linear test case; h = &T, k = +h, t = &. 
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Table 1 
Average number of iterations per time step for al- 
gorithm (A) vs. ordinary Crank-Nicolson (CN), using a 
Gauss-Seidel type iteration 
N (A) CN 
8 4.6 9.4 
16 4.7 14.1 
32 4.5 21.2 
64 4.2 31.8 
128 3.9 46.4 
For comparison, we also solved the problem using ordinary Crank-Nicolson, also with a 
nonlinear Gauss-Seidel iteration. Table 1 gives the average number of iterates per time step for 
both cases, using h = a/N, k = ih, and t,, = in. While it is true that the performance of both 
iterations could be improved by more sophisticated procedures, this marked difference in 
convergence for the same type of iteration does indicate that the kernel method, because of the 
separation of the diffusive and convective parts of the operator, will converge faster. 
.22,,,,,',',',,,,,,,,,,, I ,,,I, I,,,, 
.16 
.04 
0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.0 3.2 
Fig. 2. Burgers equation test case; h = &IT, k = th, t = in. 
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For the special choice of initial data 
%(X) = 
2a sin x 
2 + cos x ’ 
the problem has the exact solution 
U(X, t) = 
2ar exp( -(vi) sin x 
2+exp(-cllt) cosx’ 
Figure 2 gives the solution profile for this particular example at f = $r for h = &IT, k = &T, 
and (Y = 1.0. When h and k were successively halved, the error again decreased by the expected 
factor of 4. 
Example 4.3. We use this example to show how to accommodate inhomogeneous boundary data. 
Consider the problem 
ut=u,,+ vu,, o<x<Tr, 
~(0, t) = e-“, U(T, t) = 0, 
u(x, 0) = e-vx/2 cos(:x), 
0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.8 3.2 
Fig. 3. Inhomogeneous B/C test case; h = AT, k = fh, t = f~. 
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which has the exact solution 
U(X, t) = e-” emVx12 cos($x), 
so long as r = a( V2 + 1). In this case we still solve the system of equations (6), except that 
right-hand side vector is computed by approximating a single step solution of the problem 
g,=g,,, O<X-=T, t-At-csct, 
g(0, s) = eerS, g(% s) = 0, 
g(x, t - At) = u(x, t - At) + +kVu,(x, t - At). 
287 
the 
Figure 3 gives the solution profile for t = &r, using h = &T and k = &a, with V = - 1. For this 
profile, the L2 error was approximately 3.04 - lo-*, and the L” error was 1.43 - 10m4. Again, the 
error decreased by the expected factor of 4 when h and k were halved. 
Example 4.4. Consider now the linear convection-diffusion problem 
u, = u xx - IX, o<x<cc, 
u(0, t) = 1, U(o9, t) =o, 
u(x, 0) = 0, 
.9 - 
.8 - 
.7 - 
.6 - 
.5 - 
.4 - 
.3 - 
.a - 
.l - 
0- 
0 .2 .4 .6 8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.0 3.2 
Fig. 4. Convection dominated example; h = &T, k = sfs V, V = 100. 
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Table 2 
L* error at t = tmax for algorithm (A), using h = T/N, 
k =1/(4Nf’), J’= 100 
N L* error 
8 1.26.10-l 
16 3.40. 1o-2 
32 4.03.10-3 
64 2.74. 1O-4 
128 1.03. 1o-4 
whose exact solution is given by 
x- vt 
u(x, t) = +erfc - 
i i 
x + vt 
2Ji 
+ $e” erfc ~ 
i 1 2fi - 
For large V this solution is essentially a traveling near-shock moving from left to right. As such, 
it is a good example for performance evaluation of numerical schemes for convective diffusion 
solvers. We used the exact solution at x = IT to provide boundary data on a finite interval, and 
solved the resulting problem for a sequence of values of k and h, for 1/(4V) < t G 1/(2V), using 
V = 100. Table 2 shows the L* error for each case. Figure 4 shows the approximate solution 
profile for t = 71/(2V), using the h = &T data. The “ripple” effect is marginally less than when 
the same problem was solved using Crank-Nicolson with the same data. 
Remark on work in progress 
It appears possible to modify (A) to produce a strongly stable, second-order accurate method 
that requires only the solution of scalar nonlinear equations at each time step. This work was 
done while the present paper was in the review process, and should be published soon. 
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